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Motivation 

 Multi-jet triggers are important for searches for new physics with all 

hadronic decays (Susy, Black Hole and so on). 

 Current L1 jet trigger algorithm (sliding window) has low efficiency for 

high multiplicity trigger. 

 In high-luminosity condition, this expected to be worse  improvement 

is required. 

 Gaussian filter algorithm which was developed for Heavy Ion collisions 

might improve the L1 jet trigger performance. 
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all hadronic decay of stop pair production 

If mini black hole is generated, it can cay to 

any particles with high multiplicity 



Default Jet Algorithm 

 Sliding window algorithm is currently used for L1 jet trigger 

in ATLAS 

 http://alxr.usatlas.bnl.gov/lxr-

stb6/source/atlas/Trigger/TrigT1/TrigT1CaloUtils/src/JetAlgorithm.cxx  

 Jet elements (ΔηxΔφ=0.2x0.2) are used as input 

 For comparison, anti-kt algorithm (R=0.4) is also 

considered using same input (jet elements or trigger 

towers). 

 Available in FastJet package http://fastjet.fr/  

 Their performance will be compared with offline jet (anti-kt 

R=0.4, TopoCluster input, in EM scale). 
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http://alxr.usatlas.bnl.gov/lxr-stb6/source/atlas/Trigger/TrigT1/TrigT1CaloUtils/src/JetAlgorithm.cxx
http://alxr.usatlas.bnl.gov/lxr-stb6/source/atlas/Trigger/TrigT1/TrigT1CaloUtils/src/JetAlgorithm.cxx
http://alxr.usatlas.bnl.gov/lxr-stb6/source/atlas/Trigger/TrigT1/TrigT1CaloUtils/src/JetAlgorithm.cxx
http://fastjet.fr/


Condition 

 Used dataset: 

 mc11_7TeV.1050xx.Jx_pythia_jetjet.recon.ESD_e815_s1273_r3086 

 r3086: mu=40, thres=40 

 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/AtlasProtected/JetEtmissMC11#Physic

s_and_dijets_special_pileu  

 To emulate sLAr, J. Philipp Grohs’s code is used 

https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/jgrohs/CaloSim  

 Default condition: 

 Trigger tower                                                 Jet element 

 

 

 

  

 Energy bit: 250 MeV 
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|η| Δη Δφ 

0-2.5 0.1 ~0.1 

2.5-3.1 0.2 ~0.2 

3.1-3.2 0.1 ~0.2 

3.2-4.9 0.425 ~0.4 

|η| Δη Δφ 

0-2.4 0.2 ~0.2 

2.4-2.7 0.3 ~0.2 

2.7-2.9 0.2 ~0.2 

2.9-3.2 0.3 ~0.2 

3.2-4.9 1.7 ~0.4 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/AtlasProtected/JetEtmissMC11
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/AtlasProtected/JetEtmissMC11
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/jgrohs/CaloSim


Problem of Current Algorithm 

 Current L1 jet algorithm (sliding window of ΔηxΔφ=0.8x0.8) tends to fail 

reconstruction of jets if there is close-by jets  leads to lower trigger 

efficiency of multi-jet triggers.  
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emulation of L1_J30 emulation of L1_4J30 emulation of L1_6J30 

For single jet trigger, trigger efficiency reaches ~100% at the plateau while for multi-

jet triggers, sliding windows algorithm does not reaches 100% even at the plateau.  

X-axis shows offline jet pt in EM scale. Red/Green circle show trigger efficiency for sliding window/anti-kt 

algorithm using jet elements (0.2x0.2) as input. Since the statistics is small, from J2-J8 are summed with 

the same weight. 



Event Display 

 If there is close-by jets, sliding window algorithm 

misses reconstruction. 
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offline jets anti-kt 4 using JetElements as 

input 

Sliding window (0.8x0.8) using 

JetElements as input 



Reconstruction Inefficiency 

 By comparing the reconstruction inefficiency of jets 

with close-by jets (which is harder than this jet), the 

performance of jet algorithm can be seen. 
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0.4<Rmin<0.5 0.5<Rmin<0.6 0.6<Rmin<0.7 



Gaussain Filter Jet Algorithm 

 This algorithm was developed in PHENIX at RHIC to reconstruct jets in 

high background condition in heavy ion collisions. 

 http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1499  

 Search for local maxim of Et distribution 

applying Gaussian filter in (η,φ) space. 

 

 

 seedless 

 collinearly and infrared safe 
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Since the filter is strongly peaked, the 

algorithm expected to improve jet 

reconstruction in high background condition  

• better jet separation. 

• suppression of close-by jet effect 

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.1499


Gaussian Filter Jet Algorithm 

 B. Cole and Y.S. Lai’s code is used 

 copied to  

https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/S

LArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-

00-00-01  

 Sigma of Gaussian is fixed at the initialization. 

 Pixel sizes of eta and phi are set to the half of input. 
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https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01
https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasusr/browser/yamanaka/SLArSimulation/GaussianFilterJet/tags/GaussianFilterJet-00-00-01


Reconstructed Jets 

 Distribution of reconstructed jets 

 using ΔηxΔφ=0.2x0.2 Jet Elemets 

 |η| < 3.2 
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Reconstruction Inefficiency of 

Gaussian-Filter Jet 

 Reconstruction efficiency of Gaussian-filter jet depends on the sigma of 

Gaussian. 

 If sigma=0.1 is used, reconstruction efficiency can be better even with 

close-by jets. 
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0.4<Rmin<0.5 0.5<Rmin<0.6 0.6<Rmin<0.7 

Reconstruction inefficiency of each algorithm using trigger tower (0.1x0.1) as input in the condition of 

harder close-by jets. 

However, performance of Gaussian filter σ>=0.2 is worse than expected. The detail of the 

algorithm needs to be understood. 



Energy Resolution  

of Gaussian-Filter Jet 

 The problem of smaller-sigma Gaussian-filter is that the shift of energy scale 

and worse energy resolution.  

 However, 

 Shift of energy scale can be corrected. 

 Worsening of energy resolution might not be so serious. 
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pt ratio Mean RMS 

anti-kt 4 0.529  0.132  

GF σ=0.1 0.384  0.134  

GF σ=0.2 0.471  0.135  

GF σ=0.3 0.508  0.132  

pt ratio Mean RMS 

anti-kt 4 0.724  0.088  

GF σ=0.1 0.539  0.128  

GF σ=0.2 0.654  0.107  

GF σ=0.3 0.695  0.095  

pt ratio Mean RMS 

anti-kt 4 0.815  0.074  

GF σ=0.1 0.626  0.119  

GF σ=0.2 0.746  0.093  

GF σ=0.3 0.785  0.081  



Multi-jet Trigger Efficiency of 

Gaussian-Filter Jet 

 Gaussian-filter σ=0.1 can reaches trigger efficiency 100% in the 

plateau. 

 Although the turn-on curve is not so sharp due to worse energy resolution. 
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emulation of L1_J30 emulation of L1_4J30 emulation of L1_6J30 

X-axis shows offline jet pt in EM scale. Colored circles show trigger efficiency for each algorithm using 

trigger towers (0.1x0.1) as input. Since the statistics is small, from J2-J8 are summed with the same weight. 

Energy scale is adjusted to anti-kt 4 for each algorithm. 



Summary 

 Problem of the current L1 jet reconstruction algorithm 

(sliding window) is that lower reconstruction efficiency in the 

condition of close-by jets. 

 This leads to lower trigger efficiency for multi-jet triggers. 

 It was checked that Gaussian-filter with smaller sigma 

(~0.1) can improve the reconstruction efficiency with close-

by jets. 

 To use sigma=0.1 Gaussian-filter, 0.1x0.1 input is required. 

 To do 

 smaller sigma Gaussian-filter might cause misreconstruction. It 

needs to be evaluated also. 

 Worsening of energy resolution in smaller sigma Gaussian-filter can 

be recovered? 
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